University of Iowa students, faculty, and staff gathered this past weekend for a global leadership workshop focused on facilitating discussion about the dynamics of globalization and the U.S.-China relationship.

Turn inside for more about what participants hope to do following the workshop. Page 5.

Human Rights Center rebounds

The Center for Human Rights has seen an increase in programming since finding a new home.

"The center was based in International Programs, but it was not getting a full budget," Wing said. "Kind of like an orphan, you know, not within a college. Now we have the backing of a whole college."

UI law Dean Gail Agrawal said one of the main ways the center’s funding helped provide funding for the center was through students. Because several of the staff members in the law school are professors, their salaries come out of the college’s budget.

"The law school has provided human capital budget that we pay for," Agrawal said. "It gives the law school an opportunity to engage with the center more hands-on."
Man charged with stealing parent’s truck

Hammer was accuses of stealing a truck from his mother.

Brennan Sirau, 20, was charged on Feb. 22 with second-offense driving while impaired.

Richard Shay, 36, Keota, was charged on Feb. 22 with driving with a suspended/canceled license.

John Anderson, 27, 55 Regal Ave., was charged Feb. 21 with OWI.

A University of Texas-Brownsville professor who sought compensation for damages by jury is seeking a legal remedy.

Corrected

The “ParkARover” over budget and delayed. The Daily Iowan incorrectly reported the project to be over budget and delayed. The developers spend $1 million more than was estimated—a significant agreement with the City Office Space was not to be delivered as anticipated.

In addition, the article said the top floors of the building are available; however the top floors of the building have been sold or leased. The units that are being rented start about $1,500 a month.

In the complaint, the officer said Anderson has previous OWI convictions, the complaint said.

Richard Shay, 36, Keota, was charged on Feb. 22 with driving with a suspended/canceled license.

The couple is seeking trial by jury and compensation for damages.

Benjamin Holub, 21, 500 S. Gilbert St. Apt 14, was charged on Feb. 22 with keeping a disorderly house.

Michael Lebeau, 18, 906 E. College St. No. 22, was charged on Feb. 8 with possession of drug paraphernalia and public intoxication.

Taccaroe Weems, 21 with public intoxication.

Nathan Duffy, 27, 407 N. Court St. No. 22, was charged on Feb. 21 with possession of an open container of alcohol in public.

Benjamin Holub, 21, 500 S. Gilbert St. Apt 14, was charged on Feb. 22 with keeping a disorderly house.

David Wren, 26, 2566 Plains, Ill., was charged on Feb. 22 with resisting a public official, and public intoxication.

Kay Murphy, 20, Des Moines, was charged on Sunday with public intoxication.

Vernon Neidor, 83, 1304 Kibbey St. was charged on Feb. 21 with public intoxication.

Alyas Paspouche, 20, 319 E. Court St. No. 22, was charged on Feb. 19 with possession of a fictitious driver’s licenses identification card and public intoxication.

Heather Simpson, 35, 1304 Kibbey St. was charged on Feb. 20 with public intoxication.

Vacant Tolouian Hassanali, 61, is accused of stealing a truck from his wife.

Andersson Browning, 20, Wood Bridge, Va., was charged on Feb. 21 with public intoxication, interference with official acts, and public intoxication.

Richard Shay, 36, Keota, was charged on Feb. 22 with driving with a suspended/canceled license.

The units that are being rented start about $1,500 a month.

In the complaint, the officer said Anderson has previous OWI convictions, the complaint said.

Richard Shay, 36, Keota, was charged on Feb. 22 with driving with a suspended/canceled license.
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Iowa City, said she doesn’t believe the university offers programs to appropriately help students who are sex

ually assaulted.

“They don’t provide the adequate tools to give the victims that agency to make those decisions for them,” said Miller, who also attended the protest. “It’s a victim-blaming cul

ture right now that makes it as difficult for anyone to come forward and to follow through.”
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ganize the protest, said that, saying the victims’ parts are used against them during police and university investigations.

“We have women who have tried to go through that process find that any type of psychological prob

lems, like if they’ve had a history of depression, is used against them in those investigations,” he said. “It has been very actively engaging the stu

dents and faculty around the campus.”

Before the change to the law school, Greg Ha

milt was the director of the rights center, and he now serves as an associ

date director. The change allows the center to have more influence and more programming than it did before, he said.

“The power of the law college behind it,” he said. “Because the staff size is bigger, it’s been able to take advantage of guest

speakers the law college has brought in. The center has been able to expand its programming both locally and throughout the state.”
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$5,200 Carver Scholarship

Apply Now

In honor of Roy J. Carver who achieved success through initiative and hard work, twenty $5,200 scholarships will be awarded to University of Iowa juniors for 2014-2015.

Eligibility Requirements:

• Iowa resident and U.S. citizen

• 2.80 cumulative GPA

• Current sophomores starting their junior year Fall 2014 (completed 60 hours)

• Full-time enrollment (12 hours/semester)

• Have shown great potential and promise, worked hard to make ends meet, and been faced with challenging or debilitating situations in life

• Demonstrate financial need by filing the 2014-2015 FAFSA by March 1

• Complete Carver application on-line prior to April 1

Apply online at: www.carvertrust.org

students gather at the 35th annual Presidential Lecture to protest the university’s decision to close the Center for Human Rights. The center has also moved from the Old College of Law. (Daily Iowan/Teresa Ramirez)
Kerry went on to twist the knife by comparing climate change to the ‘Flat Earth Society’ and that the world is not ready to accept that the world is actually round, despite the vast array of evidence that proves otherwise. He then went on to claim that this year’s unusually chilly winter was a sign of global warming, which is a ridiculous assertion made even by climate change skeptics. He went on to say that the temperature of this winter has made global warming a pressing issue.
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An international conversation began with a U.S.-China student relations workshop Saturday.

By LEELA AHRENDT
lahrendt@uiowa.edu

Friendly conversation, legendary food and a sense of solidarity came together through the Adler Journalism and Mass Communication Building on Monday night. Students from the China University of Political Science and Law came to the Adler Building to participate in the Global Leaders Series Workshop, a program to examine the Chinese undergraduate experience.

“These kinds of events that allow faculty, staff, and students to get to know and examine the cross-cultural differences around campus, create a more welcoming campus, and decrease gaps between international students,” said International Programs Dean Doug Thomas. “They teach us how to bridge the gap between international and domestic students.”

UI senior Helen Jiana, who spoke at the event, said she believes the students who aren’t need to be involved and lead the way on these issues.

“I don’t think they’re the only people who are already involved,” she said. “The students here think the students here aren’t doing enough, and I think people … I think a large audience is necessary. Change to happen, a large audience is necessary. They’re going to follow the advice of the students who are getting together, creating new populations, and the disconnect will lead to a report, which will be conveyed to everyone in the university,” she added. “People are hopeful that new things will happen as a result of it.”

UI graduate student Paul Capozzoli, who spoke at the event, focused on misunderstandings and stereotypes that come from both sides. The workshop would lead to better relationships between international and domestic students, but for any real change to happen, a larger audience is necessary.

“They would have to reach a wider body of people,” he said. “I think a large community of involvement would be good.”

UI senior Helen Jiana, who spoke at the event, said she believes there is an issue of communication in the number of students wanting to become involved and lead the way on these issues.

Jiana said community members have to be involved and lead the way on these issues.
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Cautions worn to wind. It blew back into my face.

Haiku

Your sign says “Will Work for Food,”
It blew back into my face.
New Year’s Day morning.

It would take some work,
there’s one person no one
In the mirror, I saw hope
but I’m actually younger
than most men my age.

Could this be a joke?
Eh, haiku will do.

Maybe I look old,
Maybe as well be me.
Brick of old stones. Named her “an awful
point toward the sun.

He did it for you.

I have not failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work.

• N. Murdin, University of Surrey, 3:30 p.m., 301 Van Allen
Silicon (they really do have something in common), “Benjamin
of White Dwarf Stars and Quantum Information Processing in
Physics/Astronomy Colloquium”, Laboratory Spectroscopy
Databases
• Plasma Physics Seminar, “TBA, “James Schroeder, Physics/
Physics/Astronomy, 1:30 p.m., 618 Van Allen
with Highly Improved Staggered Quarks, “Alexei Bazavov;
• QCD Thermodynamics
• John Business Building
• Classics, 7:30 p.m., Art Building West
in Digital Archaeology at Tel Azekah, Israel, “Robert Cargill,
AIA Iowa Society Lecture Program
• New Approaches
Field-based Research Projects with SIT Study Abroad,
• Black History: Percy L. Julian Film & Discussion
• India, “Nilika Mehrotra, 4 p.m., 1117 University Capitol Center

Want to see your special event appear here? Simply
submit the details at:
dailyiowan.com/pages/calendarsubmit.html

Today’s Events

January 31 – February 6

RCOGO (March 21-April 19): Don’t be afraid to make changes. Taking the initiative will lead to interesting information and good connections that will be valuable to you when it comes to legal, money, or health issues. Ask questions, and strategize to make sure you get your timing perfect.

LIBRA (April 20-May 20): Put greater focus on yourself and the personal improvements you can make. Dedication and presenting the best possible picture will be what captures the interest of someone looking for a partner or a service you can offer.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Put more emphasis on money, contracts, legal matters, and getting back on track. What you do to encourage positive change will bring good results, but that doesn’t mean you should be overly dramatic. Greater security will help build confidence.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Make adjustments at home that will motivate you to be more creative. Taking part in an unusual event will broaden your outlook and help you expand your friendships. An unusual lifestyle will capture your interest. Love is in the stars.

PISCES (Feb. 19-Mar. 20): Take part in an event that is geared toward a cause you believe in, and you will find more confidence in someone who is able to help you advance. Make a difference by giving above and beyond what’s expected, and you will reap rewards.

Taurus: (April 20-May 20) You may be more critical of yourself than others. An unusual lifestyle will lead to good results, and you will find yourself enjoying the company of someone who loves you and enjoys socializing with you.

Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Keep your emotions under control. You don’t want anyone to see the upper hand you have in what’s in your bank account and how much you can afford before you spend on something you don’t need. Someone you deal with has ulterior motives.

Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) A partnership will fan itself out to be prosperous. Enjoy the company of someone you’ve known for a long time. Listen to what’s being said, but don’t be too quick to divest your personal family.

Aries: (March 21-April 19): Make plans, but don’t share your ideas. Act in secret, and you’ll make a much larger impact when the time is right to present or promote. Don’t let important events slip by your disinterest. Strategies every move you make, and avoid interference and criticism.

Taurus: (April 20-May 20): Put greater focus on yourself and the personal improvements you can make. Dedication and presenting the best possible picture will be what captures the interest of someone looking for a partner or a service you can offer.

Gemini: (May 21-June 20): Energy and energy spent trying to accomplish their goals will pay off. Don’t let anyone confuse us with a set of circumstances will surround a

Hello, homeless man.
Here: pistachios.
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Taurus: (April 20-May 20): Put greater focus on yourself and the personal improvements you can make. Dedication and presenting the best possible picture will be what captures the interest of someone looking for a partner or a service you can offer.

Gemini: (May 21-June 20): Energy and energy spent trying to accomplish their goals will pay off. Don’t let anyone confuse us with a
Unlicensed cabbies may pose problems

Unlicensed taxi drivers may pose problems for police and citizens in Iowa City.

By CARTER CHARNER
editor in chief@uiowa.edu

Iowa City residents may have to take a closer look next time they hail a cab.

According to Iowa City police, unlicensed taxi drivers— who they label “fake taxis”— are a very real problem.

“[Fake taxis] show up at night,” the owner of American Taxi Cab, said. “They have potential danger in riding with someone you don’t know.”

“In our taxis, we have the name of the driver posted in the car, so if a ride is a fake taxi, they have to be tipped,” he said. “You can’t do this with a fake taxi.”

In Adams’ opinion, the lack of standards for unlicensed cabbies has taken people’s freedom or choice away from un- identified drivers may be a thing of the past.

“At night, people are driving in the dark, you can’t see inside an anonymous van that might not be a real taxi—bad things happen,” he said.

Adams said creating a list of fake cabs would be a simple step from Wal- ker’s City Council to determine any car and create a task force to deter it.

The owner of a local taxi service said Adams’ remains anonymous and self-regulation is needed, as taxi drivers fade out on their own.

“Wherever you park, there are people who buy a minivan and change their license number for picking people up,” he said. “I don’t think this occurs often or not.”

They have potential danger in riding with someone you don’t know.”

“If we invested some time and energy into fixing this problem, I think the state should have to pay for these for families who can afford it.”

“Universal preschool gives kids an advantage, more so for the kids in poverty,” said Nancy Houghton, a former employee of the Iowa Department of Education.

“This preschool program would work as a giant equalizer and help fill the poverty gap.”

The main message is that the plant will enter “more of a public process,” Howard said.

“We’re still intending to shufdown of the north plant in the summer,” he said. “We need to schedule the demolition of the plant, another.”

“[The funds] will speed up the plant’s demolition,” Davidson said. “We had a lot of money for picking people up, but it’s not so easy, so these private taxi rates don’t seem to last.”

Despite the tendency for such faux taxis to die out, the taxi-fleet owner was aware of a couple drivers who managed to stay alive, even with previous failed attempts. The Iowa City Police Of- ficer David Frank said loopholes in driving laws make legitimizing these cabs easier.

“The problem is that with the way the ordi- nance is set up, there is nothing prohibiting people from going rides,” he said. “They just can’t legally charge, so you see them looking for ‘dis- nances’ or other tactics like that.”

Frank said these cabs are cheaper than their legal counterparts, and as a result, people will often turn a blind eye to the issue.

While Frank believes the numbers of fake cabs continue to rise, Chief City Attorney Eric Goors indicated due to a lack of licensing with these drives, an accurate number could be hard to place.

“It’s hard to gauge how many there are,” he said. “We do have permits in place for unli- censed drivers and do manage to catch them from time to time.

Adams said there is an annual meeting in place for taxi companies to dis- cuss problems with the city. He believes if these meeting were extended the problem may be better addressed.

“Every year, the city police department has meetings with all taxi companies in front of City Council to discuss regulations, but this it’s only once a year, and this isn’t enough time to get anything de- duced, or fix problems,” he said. “We need a full day meeting to look over and try to fix problems.”

“It’s hard to gauge how many there are,” he said. “We do have permits in place for unli- censed drivers and do manage to catch them from time to time.

Adams and Howard have proposed in the number of reports of unlicensed in Iowa City.”

By KEVIN WEHC
investigative reporter

Iowa legislators are looking toward the future with universal preschool.

Iowa legislators propose preschool problems

Iowa legislators have trouble finding for the funding for this program to be able to fund.

Universal preschool gives kids an advantage, more so for the kids in poverty,” said Nancy Houghton, a former employee of the Iowa Department of Education.

“This preschool program would work as a giant equalizer and help fill the poverty gap.”

Iowa City officials propose preschool plan

Iowa legislators are looking toward the future with universal preschool.

Senators and representatives in the United States will not be able to come across with other countries with such things as child and Kosovo unless all chil- dren start earlier.

To address the issue, senators have proposed bill to make sure pre- school is available for all 4-year-olds.

“This universal pre- school would be state-sponsored. It would be offered for 4-year-olds in the state. Admission to the pre-kindergarten classes would depend on need. According to a 2013 report by the National Dep- artment of Education, students who attend pre- school are less likely to require extra help, or drop out of school, and be able to deal with problems.”

Legislators have raised enough money to take away funding for K-12 funding, and some
The Hawkeyes snared 1st win in Big Ten title run in three years for the championship. In 2012, the Wolverines have home games against Minnesota and Indiana to come, along with trips to Purdue and Illinois. Michigan State has home games against Illinois and Iowa followed by a trip to Ohio State.

Stauskas was terrific in Michigan's win at Michigan State, but he had not scored more than 16 points in a game since then. Perhaps he was letting teams take him out of the offense too easily as he had to at 6-4, Stauskas makes up his mind that he's going to shoot, he usually can.

The Wolverines have 195.125-193.800.
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Iowa baseball sweeps Snowbird Classic

By Ben Ross

Iowa has swept the first two twin bill games of its season thanks to a 19-point showing in the second game. The Hawkeyes defeated North Carolina 8-5 in game one and Florida 8-3 in game two.

Nick Stauskas 15.66 percent

The Hawkeyes will back in action on Friday when they travel to Minneapolis to play Minnesota.

Weekend poll: Who is the Big Ten Player of the Year?

The Big Ten Player of the Year is the most valuable player in the Big Ten Conference. The player is selected by the Big Ten coaches, media, and fans. The selection is based on a player's performance throughout the season.

Weekend poll: Who is the Big Ten Player of the Year?

The Iowa wrestling team won both the 1979 and 1985 Big Ten titles. The team was able to up the ante and take a beatdown from the 2014 Big Ten Dual Champions, the Ohio State Buckeyes. The Hawkeyes took a 28-10 lead over the Buckeyes in the dual meet.

The Hawkeyes defeated the Buckeyes 28-10, on Sunday in Madison, Wis.

The men's basketball team is ranked No. 17 in the latest Associated Press poll. The Hawkeyes are 12-6, 5-3 in the Big Ten.

The Hawkeyes are 7-2 in the Big Ten and 19-7 overall. They are taking a 10-game winning streak into the game against No. 17 Wisconsin.

The team was able to up the ante and start the victory over the Buckeyes by 13 points. In the first 21 minutes of the game, the Hawkeyes had 21 points, 12 rebounds, and 4 assists.

The Hawkeyes' defense held the Buckeyes to 46 points, 11 rebounds, and 4 assists. Iowa's defense was very effective, holding the Buckeyes to 46 points.

Sam Logic became the 31st Iowa women's basketball player to reach the 1,000-point milestone. Logic scored 11 points against Michigan State on Sunday, bringing her career total to 1,018.

The Iowa women's basketball team is 21-4 this season and ranked No. 9 in the latest Associated Press poll.
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